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In a sample of6.6 3 106 producedB mesons we have observed decaysB ! h0K, with branching
fractions BsB1 ! h0K1d ­ s6.511.521.4 6 0.9d 3 1025 and B sB0 ! h0K0d ­ s4.712.722.0 6 0.9d 3 1025.
We have searched with comparable sensitivity for 17 related decays to final states containing anh
or h0 meson accompanied by a single particle or low-lying resonance. Our upper limits for these
constrain theoretical interpretations of theB ! h0K signal. [S0031-9007(98)05921-3]
PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 14.40.Nd
The dominant decay modes ofB mesons involve the
b ! c quark transition with coupling to aW1 boson.
For many of these modes the decay amplitude may be
described by a tree diagram in which the light quark
(spectator) is bound in both the initialB meson and
final charmed hadron via soft gluon exchange. With re-
cent improvements in experimental sensitivity, less fa-
vored modes are becoming accessible. These include
b ! u tree diagram transitions that are suppressed by
the small Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa [1] matrix ele-
ment Vub , such asB ! p,n [2]; effective flavor chang-
ing neutral current decaysb ! s described by loop
diagrams, such as the “electromagnetic penguin”B !
Kpg [3]; and decays to charmless hadrons such asB !
Kp [4–6]. The hadronic decays may be classified ac-
cording to contributions to the amplitude from several tree
and penguin diagrams shown in Fig. 1 [7,8]. Some of
these charmless hadronic decays offer prospects for the
observation ofCP violation, while others facilitate the
quantitative understanding of the amplitudes that are es-
sential to the interpretation of futureCP measurements.
For example, the decaysB ! hK and B ! h0K, with
B ! Kp, have been examined in this context [9,10].
In this paper we present results of experimental
searches forB meson decays to two-body final states
containingh and h0 mesons. TheseI ­ 0 mesons are
mixtures of flavor-SU(3) octet and singlet states, the latter
being of particular interest because of its allowed for-
mation through a pure (two or more) gluon intermediate
state [Fig. 1(d)].
The data were accumulated at the Cornell Electron-
positron Storage Ring. The integrated luminosity was
3.11 fb21 for the reactione1e2 ! Ys4Sd ! BB (center-
of-mass energyEcm ­ 10.58 GeV). This luminosity cor-
FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams describing the representative de-
cays B1 ! hs0dK spd1: (a),(b) internal penguins; (c) external
tree; (d) flavor-singlet penguin.
responds to the production of3.3 3 106 charged and an
approximately equal number of neutralB mesons. In ad-
dition we recorded1.61 fb21 of data with Ecm below
the threshold forBB production to measure continuum
processes.
The CLEO II detector [11] emphasizes precision
charged particle tracking, with specific ionization
sdEydxd measurement, and high resolution electromag-
netic calorimetry based on CsI(Tl). From the raw data
we reconstruct charged pions and kaons, photons (from
p0, h, andh0 decays), andp1p2 pairs that intersect at
a vertex displaced by at least 3 mm from the collision
point (“vees,” fromK0s ! p
1p2). CandidateB decay
tracks must meet specifications on the number of drift
chamber measurements, goodness of fit, and consistency
with an origin at the primary or particular secondary
vertex. Candidate photons must be isolated calorimeter
clusters with a photonlike spatial distribution and energy
deposition exceeding 30 MeV. We exclude photon pairs
from extremely asymmetricp0 or h decays to reject soft
photon backgrounds, requiringj cosupj , 0.97, where
up is the meson center-of-mass decay angle relative to
its flight direction. We reject charged tracks and photon
pairs having momentum less than100 MeVyc.
We fit photon pairs and vees kinematically to the ap-
propriate combined mass hypothesis to obtain the me-
son momentum vectors. Resolutions on the reconstructed
masses prior to the constraint are about 5–10 MeVyc2
(momentum dependent) forp0 ! gg, 12 MeVyc2 for
h ! gg, and3 MeVyc2 for K0s ! p1p2. Information
about expected signal distributions with the detector re-
sponse comes from a detailedGEANT based simulation
of the CLEO detector [12] that reproduces the resolu-
tions and efficiencies of data in a variety of benchmark
processes.
Since theB mesons are formed nearly at rest, while
the B daughters we observe are relatively light, the
latter have momenta close to half of the beam energy
s2.6 GeVycd. For this reason the final states are well
separated from those involving heavier daughters, i.e.,
the dominantb ! c decays. The principal signatures
for the selected decay modes are consistency of the
resonance decay invariant masses with the known masses
and widths of those resonances, and consistency of the
total final state with theB meson mass and energy.
Because the beam energyEb is better known than the
reconstructedB meson energyEB, we substitute the
former in theB mass calculation:M ;
q
E2b 2 p
2
B, with
pB the reconstructedB momentum. We also define the
variable DE ; EB 2 Eb. The measurement resolution
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on M is about2.6 MeVyc2, and onDE it is 25 40 MeV,
depending on the apportionment of the energy among
charged tracks and photons for each mode.
For vector-pseudoscalar decays of theB andrg decays
of the h0 we gain further discrimination from the helicity
variable H (cosine of the vector meson’s rest frame
two-body decay angle with respect to its flight direction),
which reflects the spin alignment in the decay. For modes
in which one daughter is a single charged track, or is a
resonance pairing a charged track with ap0, we achieve
statistical discrimination between kaons and pions by
dEydx. With SK andSp defined as the deviations from
nominal energy loss for the indicated particle hypotheses
measured in standard deviations, the separationSK 2 Sp
is about 1.7 at2.6 GeVyc.
The main backgrounds arise from continuum quark
productione1e2 ! qq. We discriminate against these
jetlike events with several measures of the energy flow
pattern. One is the angleuBB between the thrust axis
(axis of maximum energy projection magnitude) of the
candidateB and that of the rest of the event. For a
fake B candidate selected from particles belonging to a
qq event those particles tend to align with the rest of
the event, whereas the trueB decays have a thrust axis
that is largely uncorrelated with the tracks and showers
from the decay of the partnerB. We reject events
with j cosuBBj . 0.9. In addition we use a multivariate
discriminant F incorporating the energy deposition in
nine cones concentric with the event thrust axis, and the
angles of the thrust axis andpB with respect to thee1e2
beam direction [5]. We have checked the backgrounds
from the favoredB decay modes by simulation and
found their contributions to the modes in this study to be
negligible.
To extract event yields we perform unbinned maximum
likelihood fits to the data, including sidebands about the
expected mass and energy peaks, of a superposition of
expected signal and background distributions:
L sNS , NBd ­ e2sNS1NBd
3
NY
i­1
fNSPSs $b; xid 1 NBPBs $g; xidg . (1)
HerePS andPB are the probability distribution functions
(PDFs) for signal and continuum background, respec-
tively. They are functions of observablesxi for eventi,
and of parameters$b and $g (discussed below). The form
of L reflects the underlying Poisson statistics obeyed by
NS and NB, the (non-negative) numbers of signal and
continuum background events, respectively, whose ex-
pectation values sum to the total numberN of input
events. Observables for each event includeM, DE, F ,
and (where applicable) resonance masses andH . Where
two modes involve a charged hadron (genericallyh1) that
is eitherp1 or K1 we fit both simultaneously, withL
expanded so that the signal and background yields of both
p1 andK1 are fit variables. In this case the PDFs also
depend on thedEydx observablesSp andSK . The num-
ber of eventsN for these fits ranges from,30 to a few
thousand.
TABLE I. Measurement results. Columns list the final states
(with secondary decay modes as subscripts), event yield
from the fit, reconstruction efficiencye, total efficiency with
secondary branching fractionsBs, and the resultingB decay
branching fractionB .
Final Fit
state events es%d eBss%d B s1025d
h0hppK
1 11.214.123.4 30 5.1 6.7
12.5
22.1 6 0.8
h0rgK
1 19.616.625.7 28 8.4 7.0
12.4
22.1 6 0.9
h
0
5pK1 2.3
12.2
21.5 17 1.7 4.2
14.0
22.7 6 1.4
h0hppK
0 1.411.721.0 23 1.4 3.1
13.7
22.1 6 0.6
h0rgK
0 5.713.722.8 27 2.8 6.2
14.0
23.0 6 1.2
h0hppp
1 1.412.221.4 30 5.2 ,3.7
h0rgp
1 4.014.623.3 29 8.8 ,4.5
h
0
5p p
1 0.511.920.5 18 1.8 ,10.7
h0hppp
0 0.010.520.0 25 4.3 ,1.8
h0rgp
0 0.012.020.0 29 8.7 ,2.2
h0hpph
0
hpp 0.0
10.5
20.0 19 0.6 ,15.2
h0hpph
0
rg 0.0
10.8
20.0 19 1.7 ,6.4
h0hpphgg 0.0
10.5
20.0 26 1.8 ,4.6
h0hpph3p 0.0
10.5
20.0 17 0.7 ,12.5
h0rghgg 5.6
14.6
23.6 28 3.3 ,13.0
h0rgh3p 0.0
10.6
20.0 16 1.1 ,9.3
h0hppK
p1
K1p0 0.0
11.0
20.0 13 0.7 ,18
h0hppK
p1
K0p1 0.0
11.6
20.0 15 0.6 ,24.
h0hpp K
p0 0.010.720.0 22 2.5 ,3.9
h0hppr
1 0.010.720.0 12 2.0 ,5.7
h0hppr
0 0.010.520.0 22 3.8 ,2.3
hggK1 1.313.521.3 46 17.9 ,1.5
h3pK1 0.012.520.0 28 6.3 ,3.1
hggK0 1.8
12.4
21.6 32 4.2 ,4.7
h3pK0 0.0
10.5
20.0 14 1.1 ,8.6
hggp
1 0.215.020.2 47 18.2 ,1.7
h3pp
1 0.011.820.0 29 6.6 ,2.6
hggp
0 0.010.920.0 33 13.0 ,0.9
h3pp
0 0.011.520.0 23 5.5 ,2.7
hgghgg 1.111.721.1 34 5.2 ,3.0
hggh3p 0.011.320.0 24 4.3 ,2.9
h3ph3p 0.010.520.0 16 0.8 ,9.8
hggK
p1
K1p0 0.7
13.6
20.7 25 3.3 ,8.8
h3pK
p1
K1p0 0.0
11.2
20.0 15 1.2 ,11.7
hggK
p1
K0 p1 0.0
11.2
20.0 24 2.1 ,5.7
h3pK
p1
K0p1 0.0
11.0
20.0 14 0.8 ,16.0
hggKp0 5.2
14.0
23.0 32 8.4 ,4.6
h3pKp0 0.0
10.8
20.0 20 3.1 ,3.6
hggr
1 1.214.121.2 24 9.9 ,3.3
h3pr
1 2.514.122.5 14 3.3 ,11.2
hggr
0 0.214.020.2 36 14.3 ,1.9
h3pr
0 0.011.120.0 22 5.1 ,2.7
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The PDFsPS and PB are constructed as products of
functions of the observablesxi . The dependences ofPS
on masses and energies are Gaussian, double-Gaussian,
or Breit-Wigner functions, whose means, widths, etc.,
appear as the parameters$b in Eq. (1). The background
PDF PB contains signal-like peaking components in its
resonance mass projections, to account for real resonances
in the background, added to smooth components for
combinatoric continuum. The smooth components are
low-order polynomials, except that forM we use an
empirical shape [13] that accounts for the phase space
limit at M ­ Eb . The dependences of bothPS and PB
on F , SK , andSp are bifurcated Gaussian functions. We
obtain the parameters$b of PS from separate fits to the
simulated signal, and$g of PB from fits to the data in a
sideband region of theDE 2 M plane.
Results for our 42B decay chains [14] appear in
Table I. The row label subscripts denote secondary
decays, includingh0 ! hp1p2 with h ! gg shppd,
h0 ! hp1p2 with h ! p1p2p0 s5pd, and
h ! p1p2p0 s3pd. The table gives each branch-
ing fraction quoted as central value with statistical
followed by systematic error, or as 90% confidence
level upper limit. We include systematic errors from
uncertainties in the PDFs, i.e., in$b and $g, obtained from
a Monte Carlo convolution of the likelihood function with
Gaussian resolution functions for these parameters, in-
cluding their most important correlations. This procedure
changes the upper limit by less than 10% in most cases.
We also include systematic errors for reconstruction
efficiencies and selection requirements, and quote upper
limits computed with efficiencies 1 standard deviation
below nominal.
TABLE II. Combined branching fraction results, with expec-
tations from theoretical models.
Decay mode B s1025d TheoryB s1025d
B1 ! h0K1 6.511.521.4 6 0.9 0.7–4.1 [9,15,17]
B0 ! h0K0 4.712.722.0 6 0.9 0.9–3.3 [15,17]
B1 ! h0p1 ,3.1 0.8–3.5 [9,15,17]
B0 ! h0p0 ,1.1 0.4–1.4 [15,17]
B0 ! h0h0 ,4.7 0.07–3.0 [15,17]
B0 ! h0h ,2.7 0.4–4.4 [15,17]
B1 ! h0Kp1 ,13. 0.003–0.9 [9,15,17]
B0 ! h0Kp0 ,3.9 0.005–0.3 [15,17]
B1 ! h0r1 ,4.7 0.8–5.7 [9,15,17]
B0 ! h0r0 ,2.3 0.2–1.2 [15,17]
B ! hK1 ,1.4 0.02–0.5 [9,15,17]
B0 ! hK0 ,3.3 0.007–0.2 [15–17]
B1 ! hp1 ,1.5 0.2–0.8 [9,15–17]
B0 ! hp0 ,0.8 0.2–0.4 [15,17]
B0 ! hh ,1.8 0.006–1.4 [15–17]
B1 ! hKp1 ,3.0 0.02–1.3 [9,15,17]
B0 ! hKp0 ,3.0 0.003–0.5 [15–17]
B1 ! hr1 ,3.2 0.8–4.4 [9,15–17]
B0 ! hr0 ,1.3 0.01–0.9 [15–17]
FIG. 2. (a) Likelihood function contours forB1 ! h0h1. (b)
The function22 ln L yLmax ­ x2 2 x2min for B0 ! h0K0.
Where we have measured a givenB decay mode in
more than one secondary decay channel we combine
the samples by adding thex2 ­ 22 ln L functions of
branching fraction and extracting a value with errors or
limit from the combined distribution. The limit is the
value of B below which 90% of the integral ofL lies.
The results are summarized in Table II, together with
previously published theoretical calculations [9,15–17].
We have analyzed each of the decays also without use
of the likelihood fit, employing more restrictive cuts in
each of the variables to isolate the signals. The results
are consistent with those quoted in the tables, but with
larger errors (less restrictive limits) in most cases.
We find positive signals in both charge states of
B ! h0K : BsB1 ! h0K1d ­ s6.511.521.4 6 0.9d 3 1025
and BsB0 ! h0K0d ­ s4.712.722.0 6 0.9d 3 1025. (The
first error quoted is statistical, the second systematic.)
The significance, defined as the number of standard
deviations corresponding to the probability for a fluc-
tuation from zero to our observed yield, is 7.5 for
B1 ! h0K1 and 3.8 for B0 ! h0K0. The likelihood
functions from the fits forB ! h0h1 and B0 ! h0K0
are shown in Fig. 2. For these modes we also show in
Fig. 3 the projections of event distributions onto theM
axis. Clear peaks at theB meson mass are evident.
FIG. 3. Projections onto the variableM. Overlaid on each
plot as smooth curves are the best fit functions (solid lines)
and background components (dashed lines), calculated with the
variables not shown restricted to the neighborhood of expected
signal. The histograms show (a)B1 ! h0h1 with h0 ! hpp
(h ! 3p, dark shaded areas),h0 ! hpp (h ! gg, light
shaded areas), andh0 ! rg (open areas); (b)B0 ! h0K0 with
h0 ! hpp (shaded areas) andh0 ! rg (open areas).
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The observed branching fractions forB ! h0K , in
combination with the upper limits for the other modes
in Table II and with recent measurements ofB ! Kp
and B ! pp [6], provide important constraints on the
theoretical picture for these charmless hadronic decays.
A large ratio of B ! h0K to B ! hK, consistent with
our measurements, was predicted [18] in terms of interfer-
ence of the two penguin diagrams in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b),
constructive forB ! h0K and destructive forB ! hK .
The effective Hamiltonian calculations [8] contain un-
certainties in form factors [19,20], light quark masses
[20], the QCD scale, and the effective number of colors.
They generally employ spectator and factorization [21]
approximations. The unexpectedly large branching frac-
tion for B ! h0K has led to a reevaluation of some of the
older calculations. Recent suggestions include contribu-
tions from the QCD gluon anomaly or other flavor singlet
processes [Fig. 1(d)] in constructive interference with the
penguins [10,22–25]. Prospects are good for resolution
of some of these issues as new data become available.
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